In this study, linear scheme at the transmitter is proposed as a blind pre-coder to improve the performance and enhance the channel capacity of MIMO systems with certain configurations for transmitting and receiving antennas over fading channels. This is accomplished by generating a specific linear pre-coder matrix without having any prior information about the Channel State (CS) matrix. Simulation results have demonstrated the effectiveness of this linear pre-coder at the transmitter to enhance the MIMO channel capacity for all types of correlations.
Introduction
In response to fast growing demands for wireless capacity in mobile communications, driven by cellular mobile networks and broadband wireless internet service providers with rich multimedia content worldwide and due to the limited available radio spectrum, the communication capacity demands cannot be targeted without introducing new technologies for efficient use of communication spectral. Advances in coding, made it possible to approach the Shannon capacity upper limit in systems equipped with a single antenna link. Further significant advances in spectral efficiency are available without adding more bandwidth or increasing transmitted power over the antenna through the use of which is known as a MIMO system (Zheng et al., 2015; Rusek et al., 2013) where multiple antennas at both sides (i.e., transmitter T x and receiver R x ) have been employed.
A MIMO is a smart form of multi-element array antennas in which the MIMO channel propagation scenario is modeled as individual channels between any given pairs of T x and R x antennas which are modeled by an independent flat fading process as it is common in communication environments in the absence of scattering where a signal transmitted from every individual T x antenna appears uncorrelated at each of the R x antennas.
In addition, the combination of MIMO and OFDM technologies became a powerful key in recent broadband wireless communication in order to achieving higher data rate and larger system capacity over mobile wireless links. In (Zaier and Bouallègue, 2012) , the authors have presented an enhancement of the blind channel estimation in a MIMO-OFDM context operating over frequency selective fading channels. The enhanced estimator performance was investigated by computer simulations and proved its effectiveness when compared to other channel estimation schemes.
The pre-coder design for the pre-coding using blind channel estimation for MIMO-OFDM systems have been considered in (Noh et al., 2014) . The authors have presented a new pre-coder built upon on a sparse structure. The positive point of the proposed pre-coder is that it is useful for enhancing data rate with MIMO precoding especially when minimal subcarriers is used in order to accomplish signal correlation that is necessary for blind channel estimation without affecting most of the subcarriers. The proposed pre-coder design uses partial channel state information at T x through limited requirement for feedback.
The use of a full rank pre-coder matrix was considered in (Cho et al., 2010) for channel estimation in subspace while in (Jung, 2012) a multi-mode pre-coding scheme was presented through minimizing the interference in which the proposed pre-coder maximize the total system capacity with mode selection.
In this study, we present a linear scheme at the T x to enhance the performance in MIMO systems under specific configurations at T x and R x antennas over fading channels. We generate a specific linear precoder matrix after applying a condensed searching algorithm without having any prior information about CS matrix. After conducting many simulation experiments, the results eventually showed that the use of the proposed blind pre-coder can maximize the MIMO system capacity for certain limit.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II the proposed blind pre-coder system is presented in details. Section III, we discuss and analyze the effectiveness of the proposed system by conducting many MATLAB simulation experiments. We conclude our paper by section IV.
System Description
With n T at T x and n R at R x antennas, we can write the attenuation that the signal faces in its way from the T x to the R x by H matrix as follows:
where, H is the n R x n T channel matrix with components modelled as independent and identically-distributed (iid) Zero Mean unit variance generally known as Circularly Symmetric Complex Gaussian random variables (ZMCSCG) where h i,j is the fading coefficient from the jth at T x antenna to the ith at R x antenna. Generally, MIMO system is presented in matrix form as:
where, y is the n R ×1 vector of signals received on the n R antennas, x is the n T ×1 vector of signals transmitted on the n T at T x antennas, n is the n R ×1 noise vector consisting of independent complex Gaussian distributed elements with zero mean and variance σ 2 . We assume a channel bandwidth of B where σ 2 = N 0 B. For simplicity given a transmit power constrain of E s we will use an equivalent model with a unity noise power and transmit power of 2 s n E ρ σ = where ρ is the average SNR per R x antenna under unity channel gain.
The capacity for this system is shown to be:
where, E denotes expectation, superscript H H represents transpose conjugate, I m represent m×m identity matrix where m is the min (n R , n T ). Assuming equal power distribution we can replace R xx which determines the covariance of the MIMO channel input; by 
In (Foschini and Gans, 1998) showed that the capacity C; in case of a fixed transmitter power and bandwidth; increases linearly with min(n R , n T ). In other words, without increasing the transmit power or bandwidth the capacity of the wireless channel can be increased by simply increasing the number of T x and R x antennas.
Actually, Shannon (Wang et al., 2014) represents the maximum data rate to be transmitted over the communication channel with the minimum error probability.
The MIMO capacity relation is reached by maximizing the mutual information in all covariance matrices inputted and at the same time settling the power constrain, so:
If we consider the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the channel matrix H as in (Shiu et al., 2000) and uniform power transmitted from all n T antennas are supposed, where it is a good choice for power distribution since it is independent on H and by so it is not mandatory to know the channel at the T x side and that reduces system complexity and in case of equal power transmission from the n T at T x antennas, the channel capacity will be:
where, Q is the Wish art matrix defined as:
In order to go on designing a pre-coder for our system, we should investigate the effect of the pre-coder (F) on the MIMO system capacity formula:
F is the n T ×m pre-coder matrix, where m = rank (H) ≤min(n R , n T ) is the number of parallel streams of data at T x . Assuming a system of uncorrelated input sources, each normalized to unit power. The equivalent channel matrix can be expressed by:
The capacity of this system taking equal power transmission in consideration is:
Power Consideration
The sent signal power E s is determined by trace (R xx ) where R xx is the covariance matrix of the sent data. We use the assumption that the sent data to be iid Guassian random variables where R xx = T s n T E I n and it had been assumed that the received signal power by each receiving antenna equals the total transmitted power E s and that can be assured by:
Furthermore, the power constraint (trace(FF F )≤E s ) should be imposed on the pre-coder F to limit the total transmitted power.
Correlated Channel Model
At the R x side the signal components may have correlation because of the limited distance between antenna elements or applying same scattering conditions. This correlation degrades the MIMO system capacity. The channel matrix due to the existence of this correlation is:
where, H w is the channel matrix for the non-correlated channels, vec stands for vectorization and R is the covariance matrix of the channel of dimension n R n T × n R n T , so:
The channel matrix can be expressed by:
where, R R is the reception correlation matrix and R T is the transmission correlation matrix, whereas expressed before R a,T and R a,R are of the form (Hjørungnes, 2005) :
Performance Evaluation
This work is a continued research to the published work in (Al-Khader and Ismail, 2015) , in which we were looking for a design that can achieve the highest capacity enhancement for MIMO systems were the mentioned one that used the partial channel knowledge was the best choice. In this study, we design a blind pre-coder that has no prior knowledge about the channel matrix and by so no need for a feedback link from the R x to the T x .
As this research aims is to find a matrix that can be applied with correlated channels, we started with conducting a condensed searching algorithm in order to find the best matrices as a pre-coding step for a different types of correlated channels and with different amounts of correlation. Design also take into consideration the possibility of errors occurrences in estimating the correlation matrix so the pre-coder we are searching for is stable and will achieve stability even if the correlation in real environment is higher or less than the parameters values assumed in our experiments.
The design considers MIMO system of 3×3 dimension and the effect of adding a pre-coder matrix for different correlation cases and different correlation values ranging from 75-95% in general. The general flowchart that describe the search algorithm of the precoder matrix is shown in Fig. 1 .
After taking a look on the generated F, matrices we found a pre-coder matrix that made a considerably good capacity enhancement for all cases of correlation, which has 0.7 Determinant, Rank of 3 condition number equals 0.276 and trace of 3: 
Figure 2 to 5 are samples of the results found using the above proposed algorithm in compared with uncorrelated channel, correlated channel, correlated channel with precoder matrix and fully correlated channel.
We study the capacity enhancement for all types of column correlation and row correlation. In most cases the results shows that the range of correlation values are from 95-75%. The enhancement of row correlation was better than that of column correlation and the best achieved results were those of enhancing a system of a three correlated rows channel matrix. Fully correlated channels physically occurred in long distance scatter free wireless links which gives the lower capacity limit for a MIMO system.
The less capacity enhancement in the column correlation case is thought to be due to the high correlation of about 60-70% in other columns than the study ones. This problem was a cause of the high correlation between the random variables that MATLAB simulation generates and it is though that in real systems with less correlation between the other columns the proposed F's can even better enhance the capacity of correlated columns.
In this study a blind pre-coder was introduced and the results show that the blind pre-coder is a possible solution for column correlated channel matrix environment, whereas it does enhance the capacity for row correlated cases but with little amounts. Usually one can determine the kind of correlation in the system depending on the location of the T x and the R x and the existence of scatteres near. So if we are talking about a base station which lacks the existence of many scatteres this blind pre-coder is a good choice since it does enhance the capacity for column correlation in a good manner.
Conclusion
In this study, a MIMO system pre-coder is designed. The proposed pre-coder aims to maximize the capacity for MIMO system by attempting to de-correlate the channel matrix or in other words by trying to minimize the effect of high correlation in the channel matrix that degrades the MIMO system capacity and as a consequence full capacity gains will not be accomplished.
The goal of this design is to search for a suitable linear pre-coder with efficient and simple implementation and minimum complexity. The design depends only on the correlation of the channel matrix, as a consequence feedback channel from the receiver to the transmitter is not a requirement.
The presented blind pre-coder in this study is accomplished by conducting a searching algorithm using only 3x3 MIMO system. One of the open issues for future work is to examine the blind pre-coder with other configurations of MIMO systems.
